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This paper examines the presentation of Southern Plains Native people
through the medium of postcards. Postcards became an international
phenomenon in the twentieth century, generally associated with tourism,
but they also offer scholars and community members an opportunity to
view selected moments in Native American cultural history. This paper con-
siders the development of postcards, their presentation of Native Americans
in general, and how they can contribute to an understanding of Kiowa,
Comanche, and Plains Apache people at different moments in time.
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Postcards developed at an interesting point in American history when new technol-
ogies, changes in social demographics, and an expansion into the western lands all
came together. Many of these exciting changes can be seen in photographs of the
period that were taken to remember loved ones, document important events, and to
capture essential moments in time. Picture postcards also offer a visual record of
the dynamic changes occurring in Native American communities, including indigen-
ous efforts to maintain traditions, while facing a transition toward life in a broader
pluralistic American society, as well as the economics (and expectations) of tourism.
Many Native American themed postcards feature realistic portraits of individual

tribal members, some who were famous and important, often dressed in their finest
wardrobe. Other cards, however, presented stereotypes of indigenous people and
were widely disseminated as a result of tourism. Postcards offer tribal members,
scholars, and consumers a compelling view of indigenous history and culture, but
they must be understood within the context of their production to maximize their
value as sources of information (Albers and James 1988:137). How do postcards
of Southern Plains indigenous people compare with cards depicting members of
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Native American regional tribes? What can we learn about the transition from reser-
vation to allotment eras in Oklahoma, and what do postcards tell us about Native
American participation in tourism? What role do postcards serve in presenting indi-
genous culture to travelers and museum visitors today? In this paper, I consider the
presentation of Native Americans living in the Southern Plains during the past 100
years of postcard production. These cards can play an important role in enhancing
our understanding of Kiowa, Comanche, and Plains Apache (KCA) history and
culture.

Methods

Postcards offer an affordable, and fairly accessible, opportunity to study KCA
people and culture. These small records of cultural resistance and assimilation can
be acquired through several sources; older cards are sold by dealers, antique
stores, and individuals using internet auctions sites. Many libraries, museums, and
historical archives retain a number of postcards in their collections, with some digi-
tally available for internet viewing. Modern cards can also be purchased at
museums, art galleries, and tourist attractions, as well as drug stores and gas stations
in Oklahoma and throughout the west. Together, old and new postcards provide a
remarkable visual record of changing indigenous life and culture, while also demon-
strating non-Native understandings and expectations of the other.
For this project, I selected KCA postcards from my personal collection of approxi-

mately 2,500 Native American themed cards, acquired over a period of approxi-
mately 20 years. I reviewed 71 cards attributable to Kiowa subjects, 50 depicting
Comanche tribal members, and 8 identifiable as Plains Apache. Additionally, I
examined 28 postcards made by the Kiowa photographer Horace Poolaw, 26
cards depicting Bruce Poolaw, and more than 100 assorted cards promoting Okla-
homa’s tourist attractions, including the American Indian Exposition, Craterville
Park, and Indian City USA. The cards were analyzed for their visual content,
which included personal portraits, depictions of a variety of outdoor activities,
powwow dancing, parades, tipi encampments, craft items, fine art paintings, and
Native employment activities at regional tourist attractions. Details such as
subject pose, clothing or ceremonial regalia, objects of material culture, and photo-
graphic enhancement/modification were also considered, particularly as they
remained constant or changed over time. Additional information, such as printed
text and handwritten messages, was also considered to better understand the ethno-
graphic value and social use of Southern Plains Native American postcards.

Postcards in American history and society

For centuries, landscape and portrait paintings had been used to record the stories of
famous individuals and important historical events. However, in the nineteenth
century, industry, commerce, and innovation moved European and American societies
in new and exciting directions. Postcards owe much of their early success to the devel-
opment of technological refinements in photography (Vaule 2004). As with portrait
painting, early photographs recorded subjects in stiff poses and often wearing their
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best clothing. Some photographers utilized painted canvas backgrounds, furniture,
and other props to create more fanciful and artistic effects (Morgan and Brown
1981:3) and subjects gradually adoptedmore relaxed poses. Subsequent technological
advances allowed photographers to work outside (Southwell and Lovett 2010:47),
expanding their subject matter to include street scenes, military battle sites, and
outdoor social activities. In 1901, Eastman’s Kodak Company introduced the
Brownie, an affordable camera that sold for just one dollar, and in 1902, the
company began to print photographic images on postcard paper for approximately
10 cents each (Morgan and Brown 1981:xvi; Vaule 2004:42). Local photographers
used their new cameras to produce photo postcards of catastrophic regional events
such as fires, floods, and storms (Morgan and Brown 1981:xiv), suggesting that
some early picture postcards were made for local consumption.
With increasing consumer demand, improved printing techniques, and the appli-

cation of color, postcards were manufactured in mass quantities. The majority of
postcards were produced in Germany and England, but gradually American compa-
nies began printing cards. One of the best known American printers, the Curt Teich
Company of Chicago, was founded by a German immigrant with printing and litho-
graphy skills. This company produced cards from 1910 until 1978 (Kelly 2009),
including a large number of Native American themed cards. Other regional printers
made and distributed postcards, serving local tourism. Baxtone and Baxter Lane,
based in Amarillo Texas, manufactured a large variety of Native American postcards
sold at Indian City USA from the 1960s into the 1980s.
Important social changes also helped to drive the American passion for postcards.

In 1873, the federal government approved the use of postcards with an image or
advertisement on one side and a mailing address on the reverse (Woody 1998:15).
Beginning in 1907, the US Post Office allowed messages to be inscribed on the
backs of postcards, sharing space with the address (Morgan and Brown 1981:3).
Americans could send and receive printed images, along with personal messages,
across the country for just 1 penny in postage. Collecting postcards became a
popular hobby, particularly for young women, and many postcard clubs developed.
Individuals often displayed their cards in albums that emphasized the quantity and
quality of the cards (Vaule 2004:51).
Most consumers and card collectors had probably never personally encountered

Native American people. The remnants of many tribes had previously been placed
on isolated reservations, generally removed from large non-Native populations.
However, some Native people appeared in Wild West Shows, a combination
circus, rodeo, and theatrical production that became very popular in late nineteenth
century America. Many western shows developed, but perhaps the best known were
those organized by Buffalo Bill Cody, Gordon Lillie (Pawnee Bill), and the Miller
Brothers 101 Ranch. Wild West Shows often employed members of Plains tribal
groups who brought their own regalia, and Buffalo Bill Cody hired many Pawnee
and Lakota Sioux (Moses 1996:23–25). As a result of these hiring practices, audi-
ence members were introduced to Plains material culture and appearance and
may have associated these elements with all Native American tribal groups.
Located near Ponca City, Oklahoma, the Miller 101 Ranch hired Native men and
women from Plains tribal groups residing in north central Oklahoma, including
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the Ponca and Osage (Moses 1996:176–186). Some of the photographs taken by
Vince Dillon, Miller’s official photographer, were reproduced as postcards and
likely sold to ranch visitors. Postcards featuring Native American performers were
also produced and sold during Buffalo Bill’s popular European and American
tours (Kreis 1992:46).
Perhaps the bulk of postcard sales and dissemination were the result of leisure

travel. Postcards were popular with travelers who often acquired a souvenir of
their adventures or mailed them to family and friends (Albers and James
1980:75–76). For some Americans, early adventure travel included rail service to
the Southwest, followed by extensive automobile use after World War Two. Many
businesses developed to support these travelers, offering brochures, guide books,
and postcards. In the southwest, the Fred Harvey Company hired Pueblo and
Navajo artists and performers to demonstrate their cultures, while craft items
could be purchased in Harvey Hotel gift shops (Weigle 1992:117). Fred Harvey’s
widely disseminated promotional materials often featured images of Native Ameri-
cans, closely associating the adventure of western travel with indigenous people.
America’s public understandings and expectations of Native people were likely
informed by brief tourist encounters with craftsmen and performers, influenced
by the stage authenticity of the experience (Weigle 1992:121–123), and reified by
the consumption of souvenirs, including Native made items. Distant friends and
family could share in both the exciting travel adventures and contact with ethnic
people by receiving postcards in the mail. Highway travelers can still find Native
American themed postcards in Oklahoma and the southwest. Many postcards are
made available through Smith Southwestern, a large souvenir distributor based in
Arizona (http://www.smith-southwestern.com).

Understanding Native American postcards

PatriciaAlbers,William James, andMatthewMartinez have examined the significance
of travel photography, as well as postcards, depicting Native Americans. They have
identified several major presentation styles and examined how Plains imagery has
come to dominate many of the regional card types. They have also documented the
changes in both postcard images and accompanying texts occurring over time.
In studies of postcards depicting the Minnesota Ojibway (Albers and James

1985), Native people in Wisconsin (Albers and James 1987), and Great Basin
people (Albers and James 1990), Albers and James observed that cards produced
before 1920 featured photographic portraits of indigenous people and everyday
activities. Subjects appeared in ordinary dress and faced the camera directly. Cap-
tions typically named the person or location of the activity. These were generally
photos of private and local interest, made by both professional and amateur photo-
graphers, and sold in local stores or at the photographer’s studio (Albers and James
1990:348–354). A similar pattern appeared in the Southwest where portraits of
Pueblo people appeared realistic and genuine (Martinez and Albers 2009:43).
In contrast, cards produced from 1920 to 1950 offered a very different view of

Native people and were intended for regional, national, or international sales. In
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many instances, they were obtained by tourists. These public postcards presented
indigenous subjects in stylized poses, dressed in some form of ethnic clothing, and
were altered to maintain an illusion of timelessness (Albers and James 1990:354–
362). Native people were increasingly photographed outdoors, with men aiming
their weapons or performing a dance, while women were presented as performing
domestic activities or making craft items. This staged appearance was accompanied
by reduced textual information on cards with captions such as “warrior” or “chief”
(Albers and James 1980:84). Pueblo postcards follow these same patterns, offering
general categories of persons such as “Indians painting pottery” instead of naming
specific individuals (Martinez and Albers 2009:43). Images of Pueblo dancers were
accompanied by text describing them as exciting, thrilling, spectacular, and magni-
ficent, emphasizing their function as popular entertainment (Martinez and Albers
2009:46). Increasingly, local regalia was often mixed with elements of Plains cloth-
ing, including large feather bonnets. Other Plains items, such as tipis, were also
added to the scenes. Over time, public understandings of Native Americans
shifted from distinct cultural presentations to a more generic Plains version
(Albers and James 1980), expanding to incorporate brighter colors, imported bead-
work, commercially manufactured moccasins, and the mixing of diverse regional
artifacts into a singular context. Tourists apparently expected to see all of these
elements, even buying souvenirs and postcards that reflected and advanced this
fiction. Native people who performed for the public adopted many of these visual
expectations and Cherokee, Navajo, and Winnebago people were photographed
in Plains style regalia. Some of these photo images became stock and were reused
on postcards sold in many different locations (Albers and James 1980:84).
Interestingly, the most recent trend in postcards has focused less on the images of

contemporary Native people and more on indigenous art or objects of material
culture such as the “aesthetic displays of rugs, baskets, pottery, and jewelry
instead of the artists behind their production” (Martinez and Albers 2009:49–50).
This approach offers Native American culture in the form of consumable objects
instead of the more complex social, economic, and political experiences faced by
today’s indigenous communities. Modern Native American themed postcards also
recycle early 1900s black and white photographs taken by Edward S. Curtis,
Frank A. Rinehart, and William Soule. These vintage images offer a powerful
means to recalling a mythic past that was both highly stylized and romanticized
by photographers (Martinez and Albers 2009:49). Such historic photographs may
be imagined by consumers as being historically accurate, removed from the cultural
changes brought by assimilation policies. Unfortunately, few would recognize how
these images have been manipulated or contemplate how such images effectively
situate Native people into America’s past.

Kiowa, Comanche, and Plains Apache postcards

Although they are three separate tribes with distinct histories and cultural attributes,
members of the KCA communities were settled together on the same reservation in
southwest Indian Territory (now Oklahoma) by the Treaty of Medicine Lodge in
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1867 (Levi 2001:915–916; Palmer 2011:38–39). In 1901, and again in 1906,
parcels of reservation land were individually allotted, with the remainder sold to
speculators and non-Indians (Levi 2001:918; Palmer 2011:39–40). While these
actions tended to isolate Native families into smaller groups, tribal cohesion was
maintained, although an increasing amount of inter-tribal mixing occurred with
boarding school contact and marriage. Today KCA social, political, and religious
life is a complex process of maintaining, borrowing, blending, and even recreating
aspects of indigenous culture, while also meeting and challenging dominant society’s
expectations. Much of this dynamic process has been captured by the picture
postcard.

Chiefs and cradleboards
Unlike advertising cards that featured illustrations, early Native American postcards
generally used a photographic image. On the Southern Plains itinerant photogra-
phers traveled with their equipment in wagons. Henry Schuster photographed
Kiowa and Comanche people near Fort Sill in 1870 or 1871, posing his subjects out-
doors and developing the images in his portable darkroom (Gelo and Jones
2009:51). Several photographic studios were also opened on or near the newly
created Kiowa Reservation. Some of the earliest photographs were taken by
William Soule, a Civil War veteran who headed west and arrived at Fort Sill,
Indian Territory in 1870 (Belous and Weinstein 1969:18). Soule obtained a position
as Fort Sill’s official photographer and operated his studio in the trade store located
at the post (Gelo and Jones 2009:52). Here he made portraits of Native leaders and
their families, as well as military personnel. Occasionally, he would venture out-
doors where he captured scenes of Indian and military life until 1875. It is
unknown if Soule paid Native people to pose as his subjects, but he may have com-
pensated them with prints, while selling additional copies to soldiers and post visi-
tors. Soule sent some of his negatives to his brother in Boston, where prints were
made and sold to eastern customers (Nye 1968:xii), shifting some images from
being exclusively local products.
Other Indian Territory photographers included William and Marvin Irwin who

operated a portrait studio near the eastern border of the reservation in Chickasha
during the 1890s (Southwell and Lovett 2010:35). George Addison maintained a
studio at Fort Sill, while William Prettyman photographed Native people at his
studio in Blackwell (Southwell and Lovett 2010:46–47). In 1889, Lenny and
Sawyers opened a studio in Purcell where they photographed members of the
Wichita, Caddo, and Delaware tribes (Miller and Hayes 2004:17). Perhaps the
best photography work can be attributed to Edward Bates who maintained a
studio at 425 D Avenue in Lawton (McAndrews 2002:13). In addition to studio por-
traits, Bates also photographed parades, fairs, and other outdoor activities that
appealed to nearby Comanche people. Most of Bates’ photos were taken after allot-
ment and into the 1920s; fortunately he often included the identity of his photo sub-
jects (Figure 1). Together these early studio photographers documented 50 years of
reservation and allotment-era life, recording important changes.
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Reservation-era photographs were not made by anthropologists to visually docu-
ment important ethnographic information about cultures in transition. Photography

figure 1 Photo of Alonzo Chalepah by Edward Bates.
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was a commercial enterprise. In Southwest Oklahoma, most of the customers were
local soldiers, Native people, and newly arrived settlers. However, photographers
may have selectively sought out more important military and Native individuals
for their portraits, recognizing and promoting them as celebrities to increase sales.
Interestingly, Kiowa and Comanche societies included important class distinctions,
partially based upon horse wealth and military success. Prominent men and their
families may have participated in photographic sessions as a way to publically vali-
date or even enhance their social status (Gelo and Jones 2009:52). Well-known pol-
itical headmen and military leaders including Quanah Parker, Satanta, and Lone
Wolf were featured on postcards produced in the early 1900s. Images of other
leading men such as Gotebo, Hunting Horse, and Belo Cozad (Figure 2) were
also printed as postcards. Less prominent men could be seen on colorized versions
of Soule’s photos printed by German companies, such as A. C. Bosselman, using a
slightly altered version of the original image. The names of less well-known individ-
uals were generally not included on these imported postcards, but their identities can
be determined by comparison to the original photographs. This lack of specific infor-
mation often led to mislabeled reprints, as in the case of Tape-day-ah, or Standing
Sweat House, a Kiowa member of the On-de Society who was photographed by
Soule in 1872, although a colorized German card identified him as a Comanche.
Reservation and allotment-era postcards also included images of women, chil-

dren, and some family groups. Cards occasionally featured couples, with the
husband identified. A colorized card, based upon a 1908 Dedrick photo, featured
Hunting Horse with one of his wives and six young children, all of who remain
unknown to the viewer. Few cards included the details found on postcards issued
by Edward Bates, such as his 1912 cradle portrait captioned George Washington,
Comanche Born July 4, 1911 (Figure 3), or the wonderful portrait labeled as
Minnie Blackstar Comanche in full Indian Costume, elegantly dressed in a hide
dress, decorated with elk teeth, with a brass tack belt, beaded pouches, and a
black shawl around her waist.1

As with Native postcards produced in other areas of the United States after 1920,
printers gradually shifted their caption text from indentified Southern Plains persons
to more generalized social categories such as chief, warrior, dancer, Indian girl,
Kiowa Squaw, Kiowa papoose, Comanche baby, or young Apache. This process
can be seen with one particular postcard image, printed several times by Curt
Teich. In the earliest version, dated approximately 1915, the subject was identified
as Hattie Moore,2 while another printing labeled her as a Kiowa Girl, and a color-
ized linen version, perhaps produced around 1930, was simply captioned Oklahoma
Indian Girl.
Several early cards featured images, both photos and colorized versions, of

Kiowa and Comanche baby cradles that were still in the possession of Native
families. For indigenous people, these cradles were expression of work and pride,
recognized by their distinctive beadwork patterns, and known to be a part of

1This card was mailed from Apache, OK in June 1937. Curiously, the sender noted “This isn’t a very pretty picture but
the Indians look almost like that.”
2Hattie was born in the mid-1880s and married Gus Ahpeatone in 1915. She died in 1946 and is buried at the Red Stone
Cemetery, located in Anadarko, Oklahoma.
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particular families (Hail 2000). In contrast, outsiders viewed cradleboards as gener-
alized representations of Native American motherhood. Not surprisingly, mother

figure 2 Belo Cozad.
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and child were rarely identified. One undivided back postcard of a Comanche
mother and child, mailed in 1905, indicated that the subjects were simply Indian

figure 3 Comanche baby and cradle. Photo by Bates.
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Squaw and Papoose, while a divided back version of this same card, mailed in 1909,
offered a slightly improved text: Ni-E-Mah, Comanche Squaw and Papoose. A col-
orized card, based on George Addison’s photo of Carrie I-see-o, included the label of
Kiowa Indian Squaws with Papooses.
While most of the early KCA postcards are based upon indoor studio portraits,

some photographers moved outdoors and produced cards depicting the Fort Sill
Indian School, the Indian Hospital located near Lawton, and Quanah Parker’s
large home. As observed with pre-1920 postcards from other areas of the country,
Southern Plains photographers also presented Native Americans engaged in
outdoor activities. Working outside of his studio in Lawton, Edward Bates photo-
graphed Comanche dances, Lawton parades (Figure 4), county fairs, Native
encampments, and Apaches branding cattle. Other photographers captured
images of Native people riding horses, walking the streets of area towns, and attend-
ing religious camp meetings. Some of the images were printed as postcards, provid-
ing a glimpse into indigenous economics and social activities during the late
reservation and early allotment periods prior to 1920. Significantly, many of these
cards illustrated the transitional mix of old and new. Camps and homesteads were
documented with canvas tipis, wall tents, and wooden houses. Men were photo-
graphed wearing western style dress, while holding historic weapons and regalia,
while women in cloth dresses were seen holding infants in beaded cradles. These
non-commercial images may have appealed primarily to Native people, recording
the events of their own lives, as well as family and friends.

figure 4 Parade of Comanche Indians. Photo by Bates.
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Other images were altered, however, to minimize the modern elements and to
present Native Americans living in an imagined past. These cards may have appealed
to non-Native consumers seeking, or expecting, the western myth. One example
demonstrates this process. A photo card, attributed to Electric Studios, originally
featured Hunting Horse and three other Kiowa dressed in hide clothing, sitting on
horses, with American flag banners hanging in the background. A reprint, possibly
made by Curt Teich in the mid 1920s and distributed by a Lawton drugstore,
enhanced the banners but altered the identity of the riders, substituting the original
text with Comanche Indians, Lawton Okla. The card’s back noted “An everyday
scene in Lawton is Indians dressed in bright blankets. Buckskin moccasins and the
squaws carrying the papoose on their backs much the same as they did 100 years
ago.” A similar process can be seen on color Curt Teich cards showing six
Comanche men on horseback near Chickasha. One version placed the riders in
front of several wooden structures, while another version removed the buildings,
imagining the men on the open rolling prairie. Presumably, printers removed back-
grounds to make the photographs more aesthetically pleasing, but the result artifi-
cially restricted Native Americans to a mythic and remote past, uncluttered by
contemporary American elements.

Horace and Bruce Poolaw
An important source of Southern Plains images comes from photographs made by
Horace Poolaw, a Kiowa photographer who documented family, friends, and
tribal members in nearly 2,000 images, recording an indigenous view of Oklahoma’s
Native experiences (Mithlo 2014). Horace was born in 1906 on his family’s allot-
ment in Oklahoma, the son of George Poolaw, a respected Kiowa tribal historian
and calendar keeper. In the 1920s, Horace began to study landscape photography
with George Long and portrait studio work with John Coyne (Cooley 1982:67–
68). By the early twentieth century, most Kiowa people had some experience with
photography. High status families desired quality studio portraits to remember
their relations, and Native subjects appeared to be comfortable in front of
Poolaw’s camera (Smith 2011:129). His photos depicted tribal members, his own
children, July 4 celebrations, summer dances, church activities, elders in hide cloth-
ing, and infants in beaded cradles.
Poolaw’s work illustrated both the traditional and the commercially focused

dichotomies of Kiowa life in Southwest Oklahoma before and after World War
Two. As he became more experienced in photography, Bruce may have learned
how to stage his photographs after meeting his new sister-in-law, a Vaudeville enter-
tainer named Lucy Nicolar (Poolaw 2014:32). In addition to taking private photo-
graphs of family members, Bruce’s camera also recorded some public events such as
tribal princesses gathered at the American Indian Exposition, and Kiowa partici-
pation in the Medicine Lodge Treaty re-enactments. Poolaw printed some of these
photographs as postcards, which he and his children sold at fairs and in Anadarko
(Cooley 1982:71; Smith 2014:49). In these images, tribal members wear more elab-
orate regalia, rather than contemporary street clothes, and the backgrounds often
lack modern elements. Many of Poolaw’s commercial postcard images convey a
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sense of the Kiowa’s remembered historical past, while also satisfying the desired
“authenticity” elements sought by non-Native postcard buyers (Smith 2011:142).
Horace Poolaw’s extraordinary work was intended for private photographs, pro-

duced primarily for family and friends. Some of Poolaw’s work is stamped with his
studio name, although many of the images are not. Consequently, many of his
photographs have been reprinted without permission or credit, minimizing his essen-
tial role in documenting Kiowa life (Cooley 1982:71). Much of Horace’s work was
unfortunately damaged or destroyed following his death in 1982, reducing the
public’s awareness of his images. However, Horace’s family has donated the remain-
der of his photographs and negatives to a university archive where they are being
preserved and cataloged for future scholarly and community use.3

An interesting contrast to Horace Poolaw’s images of Native American life in
Oklahoma can be found in the representations of his older brother Bruce. Bruce
Poolaw was born in 1903 on the family allotment near Mountain View. In 1927,
he traveled to New York City and met Lucy Nicolar, a Penobscot working in Vaude-
ville. Bruce joined Lucy on the Vaudeville circuit and together they performed as
Chief Poolaw and Princess Watahwaso (McBride 2001:149–150). By 1930, Bruce
and Lucy had settled on the small Penobscot Reservation in Maine where they orga-
nized elaborate culture pageants. Additionally, they hired Penobscot tribal members
to make baskets and dance for tourists. In 1947, Lucy and Bruce built an iconic two
story, 30 ft tall wooden tipi gift shop where they sold locally manufactured baskets,
moccasins, and toy birch bark canoes, as well as postcards (McBride 2001:154).
As a performer, Bruce was apparently quite familiar with photography and pro-

motion. Photographs of Bruce and Lucy, as well as playbills and newspaper accounts
advertising their performances and appearances, have been archived at the Abbe
Museum in Bar Harbor, Maine (Clark 2011). Some of these include photographic
images captured by Horace Poolaw. Most of Bruce’s promotional photographs
depict him wearing fringed hide clothing, a large feather bonnet and beaded cuffs.
Perhaps his best known presentation is the iconic Out Where the West Begins, pro-
duced by Frasher Photos in 1931. In this scene, Bruce was photographed from below
as he stood on a rocky outcrop, wearing his feather bonnet, and romantically point-
ing to the sky. This photo image was reproduced often, later softened with pastel
colors on linen paper, and was subsequently re-imagined by Bruce himself for a
Chief Poolaw, Old Town Maine postcard (Figure 5).
For their public personae Bruce and Lucy drew upon both Kiowa and Penobscot

cultural elements, often blending them together. Poolaw and Nicolar actively partici-
pated in the presentation of popular stereotypes about Native American culture by
combining familiar symbols, such as Plains tipis, feather bonnets, and birch bark
canoes. At other times, they presented specific aspects of Penobscot culture, such
as baskets, to the tourists. One biographer noted “Lucy and Bruce were masterful
promoters of anything they decided was worth promoting, from Indian cultures
and political causes to themselves as entertainers and sellers of Indian novelties”
(McBride 2001:154).

3For more information on this project, see http://nancymariemithlo.com/poolaw2008.htm.
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Photo postcards sold at the Poolaw gift shop often featured Bruce, dressed in
fringed hide clothing and augmented with a large feather bonnet, standing in
front of his shop, or posing with Penobscot women. Bruce’s postcards were

figure 5 Bruce Poolaw re-enacting Out West.
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consistently identified with captions including Chief Poolaw, Indian Island Old
Town Maine and occasionally Chief Poolaw’s Tepee or Penobscot Indian Reser-
vation. Likely, such captions were intended to remind customers where they had
purchased their souvenirs. Later color postcards, probably dating to the 1960s,
illustrated the continuing evolution of blending Plains and Northeastern Native
cultural elements. Curiously, these cards also included images of Northwest Coast
totem poles that had been placed in front of the tipi shaped trading post
(Figure 6). One postcard that featured Bruce, dressed in colorful regalia and stand-
ing between two painted totem poles noted “The Penobscots, members of the once
powerful Abnaki Nation…preserve many of the colorful traditions and customs
of the early American Indian.” Tourists and consumers may have come to expect
all of these different cultural icons to be displayed together, without differentiating
the material culture of distinct geographic areas or specific tribal communities.
As performers, Bruce and Lucy were sure to give the audience what they desired.
Importantly, Bruce played a key role in authoring these cultural representations to
the public.

Indian City, USA
In southwest Oklahoma, Native American culture was publically presented by the
American Indian Exposition and at Indian City, USA. While the exposition drew
some tourists, it remained primarily a regional event, managed by and for Native
people. In direct contrast, Indian City USA was owned by non-Natives and enter-
tained travelers from all over the United States. The marketing materials and

figure 6 Poolaw’s Tepee Trading Post, Indian Island, Old Town, Maine.
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souvenirs of these two Oklahoma attractions clearly reflect different approaches in
the visual presentation of Southern Plains indigenous culture.
Held each year in August, the American Indian Exposition has historically been a

mixture of county fair, carnival, and a showcase for Native arts, creating an event
that appeals to local Native people as well as to non-Indians (Wright 1946; Ellis
2003). From its inception, the exposition balanced traditional expressions of
Native American culture with a progressive view of post-allotment development,
directed by an all-Native organizational team. As a result, the exposition served
to express an indigenous sense of self, rather than a commercialized version of
ethnic culture. Exposition postcards, including those printed and sold by Horace
Poolaw, typically featured photographs of parade floats on the streets of downtown
Anadarko, tribal princesses, pageant performers, and tribal leaders. In the 1960s,
exposition postcards were printed in color, but continued to focus on the same
subject matter. In contrast, postcards and souvenirs that were sold at nearby
Indian City USA took full advantage of tourist experiences and expectations.
Built in 1955, Indian City USA was a 160 acre tourist attraction located east of

Anadarko that included several recreated historic Indian villages. At the Kiowa
village, visitors could view canvas tipis, a simulated burial scaffold, and a buffalo
hide stretched on a frame. Initially, Kiowa tribal members Homer and Mary
Buffalo lived in the Kiowa camp during the summer months (Boulton 1980:18),
offering visitors a presentation of “men, women and children in familiar dress
going about their household chores in well remembered ways, working at the
tasks and arts that were the everyday business of the tribes in the days when
those warriors lived” (Hatfield 1956:10–11). Using a strategy reminiscent of the
Fred Harvey Company, Indian City’s owners hired local Native American tribal
members to serve as tour guides, performers, and gift shop sales personnel. Visitors
were given guided tours of the site, followed by war dance performances, and the
opportunity to visit a small museum and gift shop that sold Native arts and
crafts. The site’s brochure noted that “The colorful costumes and the unusual set-
tings of Indian City make a real photographer’s paradise particularly for color
film. Feel free to shoot as many pictures of the scenes and people of Indian City
as you wish” (Flores 1965). Fortunately, postcards were available in the gift shop
for those visitors who forgot to bring their camera!
The total number of postcards produced for Indian City is unknown, but there

were at least 100 different images, as well as several cards with combined views.
Nearly all were printed in color by companies located in Oklahoma and Texas
that understood the conventions of travel photographs and consumer expectations.
One postcard informed the public that “The Kiowa Indians of old although warlike,
brave and fierce in battle, was also reverent, kind and gentle with his God and his
family. Here Dixen Palmer looks upward in reverence to the [G]reat Spirit.” As
with other Native American cards produced in the 1950s and 1960s, Kiowa
dancers were often photographed in mid-step. Other cards show men wearing
their dance regalia in a variety of dramatic poses such as playing a flute, offering
prayers, or aiming an arrow (Figure 7).
Indian City postcards generally offered just a few sentences of textual infor-

mation. One card featured a mother and her daughter, describing them as “Two
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Indian maidens of the Kiowa Tribe enjoying a stroll through the beautiful wooden
lanes of Indian City” (Figure 8). Another card presented a father and his children,
indicating: “Kiowa Plains Indians, Dixen, Randy and Linda Palmer examine the
drying of a buffalo hide near their tepee. The Kiowa are one of the great tribes of
the Plains and reputed the bravest and most courageous.” Other cards featured
older Kiowa men, dressed in fringed hide clothing and feather bonnets, identifying
them as either braves of chiefs. One card noted “Chief White Cloud on left and his
brother Chief Swimming Bear, full blooded Kiowa Indian Chiefs. Their father was a
Kiowa Chief medicine man and prophet and handed down his powers and knowl-
edge to these two chiefs.”
The actual participation and the understandings of indigenous subjects is perhaps

the least understood aspect of postcard production and distribution. Photographers
did not usually document their subject’s lives or thoughts, and few Native people
have recorded their memories of the process. However, it is possible to learn some-
thing about this participation from Kiowa tribal members who worked at Indian
City USA. One excellent source for information is Gus Palmer, Jr, now a professor
in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Oklahoma. Palmer and
his family members were featured on many of the Indian City postcards produced
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Gus recalled “we posed and played like warriors.
It was a lot of fun. We didn’t make much money but we were stars…some [cards]
were done well and had a huge appeal” (Gus Palmer, Jr, personal communication
2010). Gus also noted that he had copies of several of the Indian City postcards,
and it seems likely that other community members also acquired these cards,

figure 7 Dixon Palmer at Indian City USA. Photo by Bob Taylor.
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keeping them as inexpensive family portraits much like the studio portrait cards pro-
duced in the early 1900s. Significantly, participants, such as Gus, viewed their
activity in front of the camera as being playful and recognized the artificiality of
the poses. Tourists, however, were not in on the joke. Their understandings had
been carefully crafted and manipulated for years until the fiction had become a per-
ceived reality.

figure 8 Kiowa Women at Indian City USA. Photo by Bob Taylor.
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While Indian City USA employed many Kiowa tribal members to entertain and
inform visitors to the Southern Plains, Comanche tribal member Iron Horse Big
Mountain, his Mohawk wife Princess Wild Flower, and their six children performed
for eastern audiences and also appeared on postcards (Figure 9). Iron Horse was the
son of Sebastian Big Mountain, a Comanche father who traveled with Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West Show and the Ringling Brothers Circus, and an Apache mother. Iron
Horse was raised in Oklahoma, but later traveled across Europe as a show
Indian. He settled in NewYork, and by 1961, his family was encamped at the Cimar-
ron City amusement park’s Indian village (The Evening News, 28 July 1961:5A).
Neither the family’s performance names nor the brightly colored regalia, depicted
on postcards printed in Florida, conformed to Comanche traditions, and it seems
unlikely that New York audiences would be aware of the finer aspects of Southern
Plains Native culture. A general sense of indigenous cultural expression, demon-
strated by exciting and colorful dancing, likely entertained and pleased the
crowds. Audience members subsequently purchased postcards of Iron Horse and
his family as souvenirs of their brief encounter with Native Americans.
Back in Oklahoma, other Comanche tribal members were hired to work at Cra-

terville Park, located in the Wichita Mountains near Lawton. Frank Rush and his
son operated a variety of Native and tourist activities in this area, including the Cra-
terville Indian Fair, which ran from 1924 until 1933 (Ellis 2003:135–138). Locally
produced private postcards of the Craterville Fairs documented canvas tipi encamp-
ments of Kiowa and Comanche tribal members (Figure 10). However, the park suf-
fered from economic realities and the need to cater to broader tourist audiences,

figure 9 Chief Iron Horse and family.
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including soldiers based at nearby Fort Sill. A color postcard, printed in the late
1950s or early 1960s, reflected this shift toward a more public presentation of
Native culture. Using a conventionalized photographer’s angle of shooting from
below the subject, capturing man, horse, and endless western sky, the timeless
romantic myth was augmented by a caption noting: “Indians-real Indians-are as
typical in the Wichita mountain country of southwest Oklahoma as grass. This is
Chief Saupitty, a Comanche, pausing astride his pony for his daily eyeful of
natural beauty in the mountains near Craterville Park.”
Modern postcards continue to present aspects of Southern Plains tribal life, but in

ways that can be read differently by Native and non-Native audiences. One example
of this continuing dichotomy can be seen in a card promoting the town of Norman,
Oklahoma and using a 1995 photograph featuring members of the Kiowa Black
Legging Society. This highly respected men’s warrior society has presented the flag
at various University of Oklahoma events. Kiowa tribal members attending these
events would understand the significance of this group’s participation, while visitors
to Norman, unfamiliar with such distinctive elements of Kiowa culture, may simply
view them as unidentified Native American men wearing elaborate Plains feather
bonnets. Similarly, a Kansas tourism postcard printed in 1996 featured Alonzo Cha-
lepah, a Plains Apache, participating in a commemoration of the Medicine Lodge
Treaty. Consumers of this card are informed that “The Medicine Lodge Peace
Treaty Pageant is held every three years and compresses 300 years of history into
two hours of education and entertainment. The peace treaty was signed in 1867
between five plains tribes and the United States government.” Interestingly, the
card does not identify Alonzo or his tribal affiliation, but does record the

figure 10 Kiowa or Comanche men at Craterville Park, 1929.
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photographer’s identity. Apache tribal members would know that this treaty created
the KCA Reservation, and that the Chalepah family often participated in the com-
memoration events. In both of these examples, modern postcards continue to
fulfill tourist expectations of Native Americans. Importantly, postcards also docu-
ment specific Southern Plains historic events and record tribal member participation
in a lived social, political, and economic reality.

Celebrating the Kiowa Five
Perhaps the most attractive modern postcards reproduce paintings made by the
Kiowa Five, a well-known and influential collection of Oklahoma indigenous
artists. Working from the 1930s to the 1950s, many of their original paintings
were commissioned by the Works Progress Administration to decorate hospitals,
libraries, post offices, and college buildings (Pate 1974:197–198).
Beginning around 1920, Susan Peters, an Indian Service Field Matron at the

Kiowa Agency, established a water painting club in the Rainy Mountain area for
several Kiowa youth. Later she brought their work to the attention of Oscar Jacob-
son, director of the art department at the University of Oklahoma, who allowed
them to take non-credit classes (Eldrige 2001:320–321; Pate 1974:196–197).
Together the young artists became known as the Kiowa Five, creating a unique
flat art style of painting that likely drew inspiration from historic ledger art. Subjects
of Kiowa Five paintings included dancers, women with cradles, warriors on fast
horses, and participants in the peyote faith. Most of these works use bright colors
and depict subjects in active poses, celebrating the essence of Native social and reli-
gious life. Importantly, such themes embraced indigenous culture, in spite of intense
assimilation efforts advanced by powerful groups and institutions. The artworks
reflect perhaps an idealized vision of the historic past, but importantly, it is one
authored by Native artists themselves. Reproductions of Kiowa Five art have sub-
sequently been printed on postcards and sold in Oklahoma museum gift shops.
One particularly nice set of postcards, Symbols of Faith & Belief, Art of the
Native American Church, was issued in 1999 by the Gilcrease Museum, located
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Oklahoma Historical Society, as well as the Philbrook
Museum of Art, have also sold postcard versions of their Kiowa Five holdings.
Pomegranate, a California stationary company, prints and distributes Kiowa Five
postcards based on paintings held by other institutions, including the Cleveland
Museum of Art Library.
As other scholars have observed, modern postcards often use aesthetically pleas-

ing examples of indigenous arts and crafts, rather than images of Native people.
Postcards reproducing artwork made by members of the Kiowa Five may be one
example of that trend. Books of postcards featuring objects found in various
museum collections are also appearing with greater frequency. One book, issued
in 1997 by the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, included a
photo of a Kiowa peyote fan, as well as an example of Kiowa ledger art made by
Big Bow in 1875, and a Southern Plains hide dress. These cards suggest that
Native culture can be encountered by viewing historic objects held in museums col-
lections, rather than in personal interactions with indigenous people.
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In addition to postcards of Native made objects, museum visitors and tourists can
also purchase reproductions of historic studio portraits. Once again photographs
made by Soule, Edward Curtis, and others are being reprinted on postcards.
Western themed cards produced in Texas under the name Old West Collectors
Series are frequently seen in Oklahoma gift shops. One example features a Soule
photo of Satanta, an important Kiowa leader. Interestingly, some modern cards
also include historic images of women or children such as the Bates’ photograph
of a Comanche baby in a cradle, reprinted in 2005. Colorado-based Azusa Publish-
ing also offers contemporary cards using William Soule’s photos of tribal leaders.
These cards provide more textual information than previously seen, but appear to
emphasize Native warfare. One card noted “The Kiowa are prairie people…
history remembers them as some of the fiercest warriors.” A card featuring Lone
Wolf’s image indicates that as a “Fierce warrior and respected medicine chief,
Lone Wolf became feared throughout the Southern Plains as the leader of the
hostile portion of the Kiowa tribe, fighting against the US Army and the Texas
Rangers.” Quanah Parker’s card described him as “fighting relentlessly…” while
a card featuring a photo of his daughters listed them as being “Daughters of the
powerful Comanche War Chief who refused to accept the terms of the 1867 Medi-
cine Lodge Treaty…”While these nineteenth century studio portraits may suggest a
more realistic view of Native people, reproduction postcards once again situate and
confine Native people to the historic past, distancing them from contemporary
American life. Textual information focusing consumer attention on indigenous
warfare and savagery continues to reinforce the stereotyped narrative of Native
people as obstacles to civilization. Such powerful misrepresentations effectively
maintain the gap between western myth and cultural reality.

Conclusion

Like other Americans living in the early 1900s many indigenous men, women, and
children had their portraits made at local photography studios (Albers 1998:84–85).
Often subjects posed wearing fine quality clothing and holding cherished heirloom
objects. At other times, the studio photographer employed false backdrops or pro-
vided props, either for aesthetic purposes or to present a commercially viable sense
of authenticity. With subsequent advancements in technology, many skilled photo-
graphers ventured outside of their studios to take pictures of dances, religious cer-
emonies, parades, rodeos, school events, picnics, sports, and even simple
campsites (Albers 1998:81). Some of these photographic images were kept by
family members, but many were sold as commercial products. For scholars, these
picture postcards provide an important view of American life in the early years of
the twentieth century, offering a glimpse of culture in transition.
Postcards offer scholars a unique source of valuable information on the historic

and cultural aspects of Native American communities. Albers and James (1990)
have identified several important trends in the overall presentation of Native Amer-
icans on postcards produced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Their analysis of cards featuring indigenous people in the Midwest and Great
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Basin considered the private and public functions of cards, a shift away from
regional distinctiveness and an increasing use of Plains imagery, a recycling of
stock photographs, and the gradual diminishment of women’s presence. Many of
the trends identified by Albers and James also appear in Southern Plains Native
American postcards, presenting a view of life in transition and the intrusion of out-
sider expectations. During the early 1900s, Oklahoma’s photography studios pro-
duced high-quality portraits of individuals and their families, as well as outdoor
scenes of camps and dances. Early portrait cards featured well-known and respected
tribal members, wearing their finest traditional clothing and proudly displaying their
children’s exquisite cradleboards. In presenting Kiowa life from an insider perspec-
tive, Poolaw’s mid-century cards captured the continuing essence of tribal life. His
camera recorded Kiowa tribal members who gathered in front of their Baptist
Church, a champion Kiowa baseball team posed for the picture, and community
members danced at local powwows. Taken together, these local interest cards
offer a valuable glimpse into the KCA world prior to World War Two.
Native Americans actively participating in regional tourism, gradually adjusting

their presentation of self in ways that seemed more familiar to tourist expectations.
In the Southwest, Pueblo people were employed by the Fred Harvey Company, while
Kiowa and Comanche tribal members worked at southwestern Oklahoma attrac-
tions including Craterville Park and Indian City USA. Here, tourists could savor
their brief encounter with Native Americans by purchasing souvenirs and postcards
featuring staged photographs of indigenous performers wearing colorful dance
regalia. Images made for Indian City USA postcards became stock photographs,
recycled beyond Southwest Oklahoma for many years. Other Kiowa, Comanche,
and Apache tribal members performed for eastern audiences, merging Southern
Plains attributes with those from other tribes into something new and economically
beneficial. These changes were captured on postcards, recording cultures in tran-
sition while also providing a tangible souvenir of the tourist/Native interaction.
However, as Gus Palmer observed, performers actively participated in, and also
benefited from, the production of postcards. His memories suggest that postcards
recorded enjoyable moments spent with family and friends, commercial postcards,
like private photographs, can capture significant moments in individual lives.
Most recently, postcards have been used in conjunction with museum exhibits of

Native American art and material culture, educating the public and celebrating indi-
genous artistic skills, while at the same time reifying the social and historic distance
between Natives and non-Natives. Images of KCA material culture and work by
artists such as the Kiowa Five are shifted from the past into the present through
modern exhibits, museum catalogs, and promotional materials. Yet postcard pub-
lishers also choose to recycle historic photographs, situating and confining the
KCA in the past, while maintaining the western myth.
Postcards offer a unique and valuable glimpse into Native American life, both past

and present. Diverse aspects of KCA life and culture have been recorded and disse-
minated far beyond southwestern Oklahoma by these picture postcards. Under-
standing the complex trends and approaches in the presentation of culture makes
these small documents even more valuable to scholars, tribal members, and the
public.
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